Transforming Revenue
and Customer Management

World-class Telecom BSS/OSS
Cerillion Enterprise BSS/OSS Suite is a pre-integrated end-to-end
CRM and billing solution for mobile, fixed, cable and multi-service
communications providers.
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Interconnect Manager
Interconnect Settlements
Least Cost / Optimal Routing

EIS / MIS Reports
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Revenue Manager
Billing and Taxation
■ Accounts Receivable
■ Payments & Collections
■ Revenue Recognition
■

Convergent Charging
System
■ Online & Offline Charging
■ Balance Management
Mediator Plus
■ Online / Active Mediation
■ Offline Mediation
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Customer
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■

Information Manager
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Enterprise
Domain
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Self Service
■ Online Sales
■ Account & Service Mgt
■ Android / iOS Apps

CRM Plus
Omni-channel
Lead-to-Cash
Sales & Order Management
Contracts
Customer Management
Trouble Tickets
Email / chat integration
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Product
Domain

■

Product Lifecycle Management

Enterprise Product Catalogue
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Enterprise Service Bus
Integration Layer ■ Open APIs

Integration
Domain

■

Key Benefits
Total Convergence

High Operational Efficiency

Inbuilt Revenue Assurance

Low Total Cost of Ownership

Cerillion helps CSPs to maximise revenue and
enhance the customer experience by enabling an
innovative mix of service-type and payment-method
agnostic offerings.

Pre-integration provides a revenue-assured solution,
removing the risk of poor systems integration
and avoiding unnecessary data replication and
synchronisation issues.

The pre-integrated product suite uses a common
workflow engine to ensure business rules and
processes can be mapped across the whole BSS/
OSS solution.

As a pre-integrated suite, Cerillion provides a
functionally rich, end-to-end CRM & Billing solution
with rapid implementation and a very effective
total cost of ownership.

Pre-integrated Product Suite

Request
a demo
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Find out how to transform your BSS/OSS by visiting

www.cerillion.com/bssoss

Enterprise Cloud Billing

Cerillion Skyline is a powerful cloud (SaaS) billing application
for the next generation of subscription and usage-based services.
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Key Benefits
Designed specifically for the cloud, but built on more
than 20 years’ experience delivering high performance
on-premise billing and transaction processing systems,
Cerillion Skyline enables rapid monetisation of new
anything-as-a-service (XaaS) offerings, including
wholesale and retail IoT services, and multi-party
B2B2X value chains.
Cerillion Skyline also comes with the commitment and
support from an established, secure business, with a
large and experienced team.

Bill and collect recurring revenue
from any type of service
Faster time to implement compared
with on-premise billing solutions
Lower cost of entry with pay-as-you-grow
model and zero infrastructure requirement
Flexibility to support B2B, B2C and B2B2X
service offerings in any industry vertical
Proven scalability and performance
Secure data storage in a fully
redundant hosting centre

Skyline Editions
Skyline
Essential
Skyline Essential is ideally
suited to start-ups or small
businesses, bringing all the
core elements needed to
bill and collect money for
services in the digital economy
in one easy-to-use cloud
billing application.

Skyline
Standard
Skyline Standard builds
on the core features in
Skyline Essential, and
provides a rich set of extra
functionality for advanced
management of consumer
service subscriptions.

Skyline
Metered
Skyline Metered is the
perfect choice for businesses
looking to extend their
subscription-based service
offerings and create additional
value through usage-based
pricing models.

Start your cloud billing journey now by visiting

www.cerillion.com/skyline

Sign up
online for your
free trial

Skyline
Enterprise
Skyline Enterprise
supplements the power and
flexibility of the other editions
with a rich set of features
designed for the sophisticated
management of large corporate
and SME customers.
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“

A purpose-built platform
from Cerillion that will
enable us to completely
transform our business,
future-proofing it for the
increasingly digital world.

“

CEO, Sure

“

Ian Kelly

We selected Cerillion due to
their expertise in deploying
end-to-end BSS solutions,
whilst benefitting from
their experience of 3GPP
charging deployments in
other European LTE sites.
CEO, SWAN

“

Martin Mosny

Telecoms
Utilities

“

Cerillion’s expertise in
deploying end-to-end BSS
solutions made them the
stand out choice.
Bruno Delhaise
CEO, Scarlet

“

Cerillion helps us to
deliver a superior customer
experience by enabling all
customer interactions to take
place through one unified
user interface.
André Foster

“

1999

“

Founded

CIO, C&W Communications

www.cerillion.com

